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then then SuccessSuccess takes  takes 
care of itself.care of itself. -henry ford”
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Scott & Rebecca Bohrson

 Welcome to the Canadian Donors Production Sale that will feature the same deep quality of pregnant recipients that we 
annually offer and new this year will be opens, bred heifers, frozen genetics and a special herd bull. Our main company of Bohrson 
Marketing Services is a family business and we enjoy the many sectors of the industry that we are involved in with the people behind 
it being the most rewarding. We have always said that sales management and representing our customers/breeders throughout the 
industry is our top priority and something we take very seriously by leading the way with integrity, work ethic and sharing knowledge. 
With the growth of our BMS Team to over a dozen members who we consider family, we also expanded our Canadian Sires & Canadian 
Donors which allows us to invest in some of the best cattle in the industry and work alongside our customers to supply them with some 
of the most exciting genetics that the industry has to offer. This sale is a representation of the strongest bloodlines and cow families that 
we can offer and something we are very proud of. 

 We do lean on our customers to always offer their very best and we will never be hypocritical so we can assure you that we 
are offering our elite with nothing being withheld when it comes to this sale. We feel that we have acquired some of the coolest donors 
over the years and it is just nature that these cattle reproduce annually and all of a sudden after having some natural calves born, it 
forced us to transition our Pregnant Recipient Sale into a Production Sale that offers some special live cattle. This offering truly is the best 
that we have born and they are all offered, the only recipients that we have retained are a few yearling heifers that caught to embryos 
and we didn’t think we wanted to chance offering them as the embryos they are carrying aren’t 100% bombproof calving ease genetics 
- past them, they are all on offer. The live cattle portion is featured by some very popular cattle including the current FarmFair Grand 
Champion Bull and a set of bred heifers that are flat out awesome, we feel a couple of them have donor cow potential. We have a fall 
calving program here and the reason we started it was that we enjoy conventional flushing and instead of leaving a cow open for a full 
year, we only leave her open for a 1/2 a year and breed back for either fall or spring and that way we have better luck in getting them 
back in calf and not appearing stale. That fall calving program has allowed our kids a great opportunity to show some of these calves 
and they have excelled this summer/fall with Lots 2 & 3 as they were very competitive at every show bringing home a banner every time 
they were out. It truly isn’t about the banners though and is all about seeing our kids compete, excel, educate and advance in life all 
while learning the importance of sportsmanship and making countless amounts of friends and memories on the way. 

 This is all easier said than done and would never be possible without Riley Bohrson who is a full time farm manager and has 
taken this opportunity and absolutely excelled with it. I do think age is just a number and even though he is only 19, he is wise, mature, 
respectful and knowledgable beyond those years and manages this farm on his own as successful as someone who has been doing 
it for decades on end. We trust the people we surround ourselves with and Riley is the one that makes all the hard decisions around 
this farm and his ability to take workload off of our plate and just handle the farm duties has been very important to us. He does it all 
from the glory jobs of showing cattle to the day-to-day feeding, needling donors and general herd health to the less desirable fixing, 
maintenance and everything in between. He not only represents our Canadian Sires & Canadian Donors program very well but he also 
works with us on the road with the sales management consulting at some select sales and most importantly, he is a great mentor for 
our kids to look up to and inspire to be like. We couldn’t think of a better role model for our kids and we are fortunate to have him along 
and the crew he surrounds himself with, a special thank you to them as well as they assist Riley in succeeding when he needs a hand. 

 We are lucky to have the entire BMS Team that we do and they are like an extended family that we hold near and dear to our 
heart. We are very fortunate to have a group that treats our company and you the customer with the utmost amount of respect and 
true desire to see you succeed with excellent cattle. We work together throughout the Canadian cattle industry to promote the best 
of the best and do enjoy working with the strongest genetics, cow families and breeders in the industry. The offering in this book is an 
example of some of the top genetics that we have to offer and we stand behind them 100%. Feel free to reach out to Riley, myself or any 
of the BMS Team to visit on this sale offering further. 

    Best regards,

    Scott, Rebecca, Gracie & Thomas Bohrson

welcome
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The Bohrson family

Dec.14
Wednesday

7pm mst
race horse style closeout
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How to Bid:
Option 1 - utilize the bms industry-leading order buying 
services. Contact a Bohrson Marketing member and we will bid for you in a professional and confidential 
manner.

Option 2 - bid online with www.DLMS.ca
First time FarmgGate users: 
- First time users will select the REGISTER button from this page. Fill out the registration form to signup for a free user account 
and it allows you to select a username and password for use on all Farm Gate Timed auctions.  (please note due to some of the text 
notification features the FarmGate Time Auction Site requires a new account separate account from your DLMS Live sale site)
- After you create your FarmGate account you will receive a txt message with a pin code to verify your account. 
-  On your first log in to FarmGate Timed auctions we recommend you go to your profile and confirm your notifications are set to YES. 
This allows the site to send you text and/or email notifications when you are out bid and if there is activity on your favourite lots. 

How to Bid in a Timed Auction 
Now that you are logged in and your account phone number / email is verified you are able to bid on an upcoming sale.   Simply find the 
lot you are interested in bidding on.  After you have found the lot there are 2 options for bidding on the lot.
   - Place Next Bid – to place the next bid on the item, you see the amount in the first box, you simply click the “Place Bid” button and after 
you review the bid and agree to the terms and conditions your bid will be placed. 
   - Max Bid Amount – to place a max bid you put your max bid in the second box listed as “Max Bid” on the item, and then click the “Place 
Bid” button and after you review the bid and agree to the terms and conditions your bid will be placed as the next bid.  With the Max Bid 
placed the computer will then keep you as the high bidder to the max amount you have placed.  This can be a great feature if you are not 
able to give 100% attention to the sale close out and protect your interest so you do not miss out on any lots you want to purchase.  
The Max Bid amount is completely confidential from the seller during the sale process. 
Example of How the Max Bid Works - If the lot has a $2000 bid on it and you place a proxy bid of $3500 into the system, the computer will 
bid $2100 for you but if some one else bids $2200, the computer will again bid for you, this time at $2300. The system will look after your 
interest to a maximum of $3500. If another bidder is on at $3600, your proxy will no longer be effective and you will no longer have 
the winning bid on this lot without once again logging in and bidding again or moving your attention to a second lot of interest.  Please 
note that in some cases a lot value can change very quickly if 2 max bids are placed on the same lot competing against each other. 

Watch List Feature 
If you have items in multiple auctions or only a few from the same auction that you want to watch with out having to scroll through 
the entire list you can add the lots to your watchlist.  On each lot you will see the “eye” button beside the bid button, by clicking this 
“watchlist” Icon that item is added to your personal watchlist for easy viewing of just your favorite lots in this sale or on the entire site. 

What is Racehorse Style Close?
Racehorse style sale close is when the entire sale stays open in extended bidding.  This type of sale allows you as the bidder to change 
to a different lot within the same sale if the bidding has gone in to extended bidding.
How will Extended Bidding works?  When we get to the close out end time the clock for close extends with any bid placed with less 
than 5 min on the clock.  This type of extended bidding turns the end time to more of a soft time. Extended bidding allows bidders to 
compete in lots like a real auction and give all bidders the same time to make a decision.   Always follow the clock to see how much time 
remains in the sale you are interested in. 

Bidding Close & Follow-up 
After the clock has gone to “ENDED” and no bidding has occurred for 5 min the computer will declare the sale finished. Following the 
close typically within 24 hours of the sale close the sale consignor will contact all winning bidders to arrange payment, transfer 
of pedigrees and delivery/Pick up of your lot.  Or as the winning bidding you can contact the sale consignor / sale manager to confirm 
payment instructions.    
- Please make sure that your account info is up-to-date and correct if you are the winning bidder of a lot as this is how the billing is 
sent to Sale manager and/or Sale consignor.

If you need assistance, contact Mark Shologan - 780.699.5082

}
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Location Of Recips If you would like to view the 
pregnant recipients prior to sale or arrange for pickup 

after the sale, Please contact Riley at (639) 213-7777

Delivery We will work with all purchasers to assist 
in delivery and to get them delivered to central locations 

throughout Canada, feel free to visit with Scott prior to 
sale on these details. For USA customers, we will cover full 

costs of paperwork and deliver them to a central location 
on the south side of the border. 

Herd Health Didsbury Vet Services has been our main 
veterinary service for general herd health. On November 15, the 

group of recipients all received ScourBos 9, Virashield 6, Covexin 
Plus, Safe Guard & Boss Pour On. 

Terms + Conditions Cattle will sell under the standard terms & 
conditions put forward from CSA, CAA & BMS. These are available upon request.

Guarantee On Live Calf We appreciate your interest in our 
pregnant recipients and understand the calf they’re carrying is your 
focal point in the investment. We want your investment to succeed and we 
stand behind our product as herd health us up to check and we have the 
utmost confidence in the recipient females. We don’t anticipate any issues 
at all but if you lose the calf between sale day and 24 hours after calving, 
we will offer a full credit on your purchase price of that lot minus $2,500 
for the value on the recipient female. This credit can be used in future 
pregnant recipient purchases from Canadian Donors. Please note, we find 
this scenario is different than buying a purebred bred heifer in other 
sales because the purchaser has their entire lifetime to create a ROI on 
their purchase even if they unfortunately lose the calf whereas your 
investment in a pregnant recipient is mainly in the calf inside and we want 
to stand behind that investment.

Sexing Of Calves The calves have been sexed from a vet we trust 
but we can’t guarantte the sex of the calf, we are relaying on the info 
provided to us. 

Sale day contacts
Scott Bohrson  403 370 3010
Riley Bohrson   639 213 7777
Rob Voice  306 270 6082
Taylor Richards  306 821 4169
Martin Bohrson  306 220 7901
JAXON PAYNE  306 830 0456
JAY SIBBALD  403 899 2625
CODY HANEY  403 845 8806
Darryl Snider  780 385 5561

SALE 
INFORMATION
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Big Energy

A great opportunity to acquire the reigning 2022 FarmFair Grand 
Champion Bull & Top 5 Supreme Finalist who wraps it all together. He 
possesses one of the most popular pedigrees in the red simmental 
gene pool it comes as no surprise as his full sister was just declared 
Supreme Champion at both Lloyminster & Edmonton FarmFair wiith 
another full sister winning the Toronto Royal. Sired by the $120,000 
phenom, the breeding sensation SVS Betts 808F and mothered by 
one of the most potent donor cows in the entire industry, IRCC Darlin’ 
613D. Last fall she had a historic outing with maternal siblings to Big 
Energy like Mader Walk The Line 92J commanding $280,000 and 
Erixon Lady 2J garnering $60,000 as well as full sister, Mader Darlin’ 

65J brininging $30,000. Big Energy would also be a full sibling to the 
recent Supreme Champion female at Lloydminster for Twin Springs, 
Mader Darlin’ 4H as well as the 100th Anniversary Royal Winter Fair 
National Champion, Erixon Darlin 2.0 for Indian River, Abby Hill, 
Destiny, Dunc and ourselves. The cow power and pedigree Big Energy 
possesses is absolutely rich, but if you take away the paperwork, we 
believe he is still one of the most phenotypically impressive sires you 
will lay eyes on. Big Energy is deep cherry red, hairy, big boned, smooth 
shouldered, masculine skulled and crested. We really appreciate how 
well he gets out and travels on his big foot, for how much extra length 
and stoutness of rump he has. This broad topped power house is

Selling Full Possession. BMS retaining 100% Semen Rights. 
Limited semen will be offered at New Year’s Resolution in Edmonton on December 31, 2022.

SIMMENTAL
BULL
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BW 90 ww 890  -  1359001 -  MDR 97J  -  Jan.18/21  -  Homo POLLED
MADER BIG ENERGY 97J1lo

t

MR HOC BROKER
IRCC DARLIN’ 613D
DESTINY ODIN SHEA

BGS/BM CAPTAIN SCREAM 63D
SVS BETTS 808F

WFL RED SAGE 506C

CE bw ww yw milk Mce API TI

7.8 4.5 94.9 139.7 23.4 6.1 102.15 77.56

Big Energy - FarmFair Grand Champion

$280,000 Mat. sib. - Mader Walk The Line

Full Sister to Big Energy - Mader Darlin’ 4H - FarmFair & Lloyd SUpreme

Full Sister to Big Energy - ERIXON DARLIN 2.0 - Toronto Grand Champion

impressively erect fronted, something we feel is extremely rare in 
bulls that carry as much natural shape and power as Big Energy 
97J. We truly believe the breeding possibilities are endless when you 
utilize Big Energy and have the utmost amount of confidence in his 
ability to sire high quality offspring of both genders. We are excited 
to work with the new owners of this red herd bull. 

 *Riley and our team would be interested in working with the new buyer 
to assist in showing Big Energy in 2023 if the new buyer chooses.
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she’s the Dream 1033

BW 88  ww 780 - 1392601 - BOHR 533J - SEPT.8/21 - HOMO POLLED
C-D SHE’S THE DREAM 10332lo

t

SVF STEEL FORCE S701
SVJ SHE`S THE DREAM B796
 SVJ SHE`S THE DREAM Y728

C&C MCKINLEY 3000 EXAR
GATEWAY FOLLOW ME F163

DUNK-W MAXINE HR 505C

CE bw ww yw milk Mce API TI

10.7 1.5 68.9 1000.7 15.8 4.6 109.48 71.45

BW 90  ww 775 - 1392593 - BOHR 537J - SEPT.9/21 -  HOMO POLLED 
C-D SHE’S THE DREAM 17373lo

t

CE bw ww yw milk Mce API TI

10.7 1.4 63.5 96.1 15.8 4.5 116.11 69.52

she’s the dream 1033SIMANGUS
EXTRA-AGE 
OPEN FEMALES

These 2 have been a lot of fun for our family to show 
this summer/fall and it is very hard to sell them but we 
are committed to selling our best and not retaining any. 
They have won banners at every show they have been 
at and it has been awesome to see our kids succeed 
with confidence and skill while enjoying showing 
alongside with their friends. Arguably, the most exciting 
pair of females we have ever had in our possession 
would be these two open, extra-age flush mates. 
Sired by Gateway Follow Me F163, the absolute female 
maker complemented on his bold rib shape, stout 
muscle pattern and ability to stay sound in motion. The 
multiple  high sellers sired by Follow Me is simply to long 
to list as he has been an absolute breeding sensation of 
show heifers that still have the proper fundamentals to 
make big time mother cows. These females are mothered by one of 
our favourite red donors in our arsenal, the Shes the Dream B796 cow. 
She herself was a many time champion but has more importantly 
transitioned into one of the great red cows within the breed. 1033 & 
1737 have had a dominant show career claiming many champion and 
reserve titles in breed shows and jackpots throughout the summer 
and early fall. These two females have flip flopped at many shows and
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Lot 2 - Olds Jackpot Champion

Lot 3 - Olds Reserve Jackpot

Lot 2 - AYCSA Reserve Grand

Lot 3 - Olds Reserve Grand

Lot 2 - Bashaw Reserve Division

Lot 3 - Bashaw Grand Champion

Lot 2 - Synergy Grand Champion

Lot 3 - Lady Elaine Division Champ

she’s the dream 1737

every person that comes to analyze these two picks a different one. They are so close in type and kind it becomes fairly knit picky to separate one from 
the other. Their bold robust centre body, hip shape, extended, smooth front ends, added hair and added bonus of white on the faces make these two 
an attractive pair that are hard to get around in the show ring. We truly believe their maternal look, teat length and placement also has these two 
destined for donor greatness, following in their mamas foot steps of gorgeous show heifers that turn into big time productive cows. This pair of heifers 
are so fun to work with and handle ideally for Gracie and Thomas throughout the year. The possibilities will be endless in this pair of exciting sisters 
and we are excited to see how they influence their new owners programs. 
Selling full interest & full possession but we would be interested in working with the new owners to promote these females into the future. Contact 
Scott, Riley or any of the BMS staff to discuss these females further.
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she’s the Dream 1033

Linda 1416
SIMANGUS
EXTRA-AGE 
OPEN FEMALES

We purchased our first Simmental 16 years ago during 
the World Simmental Event in Calgary and over that 
time, I thought I would be able to figure out the CSA 
upgrading table. With that, we think alot of this Lot 
4 and had her in the show barn since April and she 
rivalled the Lot 2 & 3 in many ways on many days but 
Gracie and Thomas ultimately choose to show the 
other 2 because they were more kid broke from the 
start (plus their white on the head always helps a kids 
decision). We kept Lot 4 rolling along and we were 
excited to show her this fall in the Purebred Shows and 
to my surprise, she came back as a 3/4 blood (not a 
PB) as we went to do entries. I was shocked and only 
person to blame is myself for not looking into it earlier 
and we decided not to enter her and show against 
the kids calves on the SimAngus side even though it 
would’ve been very interesting. Sorry Riley, you worked on Lot 4 for 
1/2 a year and we never did take her to a show in the end, my bad. 
We do commend the CSA and its members for taking steps forward 
in the future to simplify the upgrading table. We do think this Lot 4 is 
special and her Lot 5 full sister compliments her well and we are very 
proud to offer this pair of flushmates off of one of our favourite up 
and coming donors, Rust Linda 9563G. We think Linda 9563G could 
be our best up and coming donors and if her early production is any

BW 79  ww 765 - 1392603 - BOHR 516J - sept.11/21 -  homo polled 
C-D LINDA 14164lo

t

 NGDB STRUCTURE 34D
RUST LINDA 9563G
 R&R MISS CUT ABOVE Y127

HPF QUANTUM LEAP Z952
WLE COPACETIC E02

CMFM JOY 02ZB

CE bw ww yw milk Mce API TI

10.6 2.2 80.3 116.0 22.8 6.5 116.7 73.87

BW 88  ww 730 - 1392715 - BOHR 574J - sept.8/21 -  homo polled 
C-D LINDA 14745lo

t

CE bw ww yw milk Mce API TI

9.3 3.2 92 134.5 22.8 5.7 119.72 81.21
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Linda 1474

Grand dam - R&R Miss Cut Above Y127Dam - Rust Linda 9563G

indication, she could be a legit great one. Her dam, Y127 is also the dam of the famous FHEN Halftime A127 who is a NAILE Grand Champion and 
has evolved into a great breeding bull and popular AI sire. She also produced a full brother to Linda that commanded $28,000 to Maple Lake 
Stock Farms. We chose to flush Linda to the 2018 NAILE & American Royal Champion, WLE Copacetic. He was a dominant show bull that was a 
sound, big bodied, impressive looking individual. From the ground up they are our kind as they are strong footed, with lots of bone in a sound 
structure. Their udder attachments appear to be ideal and they are bold sprung, wide pinned, stout quartered, level topped while being extended 
through their front ends while both sporting beautiful skulls. They have the power and performance to be mated to lower birth bulls, and they 
have the extension, look and build to be bred to bigger power & performance orientated sires. The options are truly endless with this pair! 
Selling full interest & full possession but we would be interested in working with the new owners to promote these females into the future. 
Contact Scott, Riley or any of the BMS staff to discuss these females further.
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Dam - SVF Above & Beyond T87

$140,000 mat. sib. - MC2/PHF Eternity 414B

AI Bred to SRH Hannibal 5H on March 24, 2022 (Safe) 
Here is your chance at a maternal sister to the 2015 American Royal Champion female, 
the $140,000 Eternity female. When we had the opportunity to purchase a flush on 
the stunning T87 donor we jumped on the opportunity and decided to flush her to the 
$250,000 TL Ledger bull. We feel Above & Beyond 0325 brings a different twist on pedigree 
yet has a know genetic make up that’s recognizable and ultimately extremely marketable. 
0325 herself is stunning from the side profile, she got a sweeping rib cage, ample amount 
of bone, smooth and tidy in through her shoulder and up into a long, beautiful front end. 
She’s got the added hair, base width, ideal teat placement and over all eye appeal to 
become a donor type female to build a new fresh cow family around that’s already got 
a proven track record. We are very excited about what 0325 has to offer the industry. Her 
early service to the popular, now deceased Hannibal 5H is one we feel will click extremely 
well, and if we were betting people, there’s probably a high chance that one day the new 
owner would turn around and flush her back this same way, that’s how confident we are 
in this mating. Selling full interest & full possession

BW 84  ww 780 - 1392603 - BOHR 325H - sept.10/20 -  homo polled 
C-D ABOVE & BEYOND 03256lo

t

LF DREAM DOCTOR
SVF ABOVE & BEYOND T87
NLC ABOVE & BEYOND P84

PROFIT
TL LEDGER

MISS STAR ABOVE

CE bw ww yw milk Mce API TI

10.8 1.6 75.3 113.2 21.7 5.9 104 69

above & beyondSIMMENTAL
BRED FEMALE
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$46,000 dam - NGDB Louise 411B

Mat. Sib. - NGDB Structure

AI Bred to CLRS Guardian 317G on March 24, 2022. (Safe) 
None other than Structures little sister here as they share the same dam that highlighted 
the 2019 Cobra Event where she commanded $43,000, Louise 411B. Structure has been an 
absolute breeding giant with many high selling sons and daughters topping sales across 
North America, including the $150,000 RF Caliber 014G. Add in the top side of Louise’s 
pedigree with the great Merchant 481B and the result is this stout, attractive, sound made 
blaze face sweet heart that we confidently say could follow her mothers footsteps and 
enter the donor pen for her new owners. We feel the foot shape, udder quality, dimension 
and added bonus of a pedigree that reads really nice is the perfect combination in 
this highly maternal, power heifer. Her early service to Guardian is truly exciting as the 
Guardian progeny we have found this year have come easy and not looked back with lots 
of grow and performance. We have dug deep into our Canadian Sires program to offer 
the best and that is our commitment. It did hurt to offer this one as it was the only Louise 
411B daughter we got before we lost her to an injury, we truly think this one can be an 
influential donor for many years to come.   Selling full interest & full possession

Louise 340JSIMMENTAL
BRED FEMALE

BW 88  - 1359736 - NGDB 340J - Jan.26/21 - Homo pOLLED 
C-D NGDB LOUISE 340J7lo

t

DRAKE POKER FACE 2X
NGDB LOUISE 411 B
NGDB 204Z

MR HOC BROKER
RF MERCHANT 481B
TLG FLIRTIN WITH YOU

CE bw ww yw milk Mce API TI

10.2 1.2 72.8 107.2 25.7 7.6 106.46 65.97
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BW 105  ww 745  - BOHR 349K - Feb. 11/22 - Homo pOLLED Homo Black
C-D SABRINA 23498lo

t

CE bw ww yw milk Mce API TI

6.4 3.3 82.6 128.1 19.7 4.2 113 72.7

SIMMENTAL
OPEN FEMALE

DRAKE POKER FACE 2X
MAF Sabrina 89B
LRX BLACK SABRINA 90R

OLF OTIS Y43
LCDR Witness 541C
WS MOTHER LODE W21

An in dam pregnant recipient 
purchase from Meadow Acres historic 
dispersal last fall has resulted in the 
super stout, big topped and deep 
ribbed Sabrina 2349. The Witness 
progeny have been a real neat blend 
of power and performance and yet 
still remaining very nice lined with 
a maternal look to them. It comes 
as no surprise with the cowy look 
2349 possesses as her donor dam, 
Sabrina 89B is a gorgeous Poker Face 
daughter who now calls Rainbow 
River Simmentals home. The cow 
power lined up in Sabrina’s pedigree 
with the likes of W21, Tula, 90R and 
89B herself are extremely exciting and 
we feel 2349 could be a real breeding 
piece for her new owners. 

Dam - MAF Sabrina 89B

SIMMENTAL
EMBRYOS

We were fortunate to purchase the 
pick at R Plus this spring as a $30,000 
sale feature and 9236G rose to the 
top as our selection. She combines 
an awesome pedigree, phenotype to 
burn and had a stout and impressive 
baldy bull calf at side. She is very 
fertile and flushed well this spring 
and replicates the type of cow we 
want to build around. She is a special 
breeding piece that has a tonne of 
future as her sire is the famous 5015C 
and the bottom side is a beautiful 
donor. Jetstream Bright N Classy was 
a past Royal Grand Champion Female 
and is awesome udder, big bodied, 
powerful and ideal in her design. The 
matings to the $150,000 Caliber will 
be among the first to hit the ground 
and combining him and 9236G will be 
a big time combination with endless 
possibilities on ROI. 

9lo
t

R PLUS 5015C
MISS R PLUS 9236G
JETSTREAM BRIGHT N CLASSY

NGDB STRUCTURE 34D
RF CALIBER 014G

RF NOT JUST A FLIRT 404B

Stored at Davis Rairdan  Exportable to USA
4 EMBRYOS RF CALIBER 014G x MISS R PLUS 9236G

Dam - Jetstream Bright N Classy
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Daughter - C-D SHE’S THE DREAM 1033

Daughter - C-D SHE’S THE DREAM 1737

A combination of two of the most elite individuals we have in our Sire and 
Donor line ups respectively. The $150,000 Caliber who will add frame, length, 
power and performance while not sacrificing maternal qualities being 
mated to the dominant show female turned big time production cow, She’s 
The Dream B796. Check out B796’s two daughters selling in this sale and 
see why we are so excited for this mating, she has the ability to produce 
extremely easy doing, functional show cattle that can compete in the show 
ring and ultimately make impressive, productive cows. We feel the addition 
of Caliber onto B796 could be a big time cross. 

svj she’S the Dream b796SIMMENTAL
PREGNANT RECIP

recip TOG 84534 // commercial - due Feb. 27, 2023 - sexed female
RF CALIBER 014G X SVJ SHE’S THE DREAM B79610lot

SVF STEEL FORCE S701
SVJ SHE`S THE DREAM B796
SVJ SHE’S THE DREAM Y728

NGDB STRUCTURE 34D
RF CALIBER 014G

RF NOT JUST A FLIRT 404B

recip TOG 81111 // commercial - due Feb. 27, 2023 - sexed female
RF CALIBER 014G X SVJ SHE’S THE DREAM B79611lot

Lot 10-11 Recips: TOG 84534 & TOG 81111 are commercial recips that are sound 
structured, problem free and very complete made. The tern “Transova 
Recips” can often have a negative image for some producers but we will be 
upfront that our TOG recips in the last 4 years have been ideal as they calve 
on their own, good to handle and problem free cattle that raise heavy calves. 
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$30,000 daughter - MCINTOSH MOLLY 1H

It’s certainly not in our nature to select favourites, but if you held us at gun point 
and said to pick one, there’s pretty high odds Mollydooker 34C would be many 
of our personal picks. Her easy going nature, coupled with her stunning profile 
makes her easy to love. Her udder is one we don’t think you can tweak and her 
combination of power and look and extension is commendable. Add in the fact 
she’s a black baldy and we feel it’s a total package. Her matings to the $280,000 
Mader Walk The Line 92J, is truly exciting as these are exclusive genetics from one 
of the most talked about bulls out of one of the most talked about cow families 
in the entire industry in the last decade. We feel when you factor in WTL’s length, 
power, muscle, bone and over-all look, the combination could be absolutely 
lights out. 

recip TAN 107B // commercial - due Jan. 1, 2023 - sexed female
MADER WALK THE LINE 92J X CRN STEP UP 34C “MOLLYDOOKER”12lot

WS A STEP UP X27
CRN STEP UP 34C
CRN STEELS LASS 9013W

MADER WALK THIS WAY 224B
MADER WALK THE LINE 92J

IRCC DARLIN’ 613D

34C - “mollydooker”SIMMENTAL 
PREGNANT RECIPS

recip MAF 426 // commercial - due Jan. 1, 2023 - sexed female
MADER WALK THE LINE 92J X CRN STEP UP 34C “MOLLYDOOKER”14lot

recip RUST 013H // ASA# 3711213 - due Jan. 1, 2023 - sexed female 
MADER WALK THE LINE 92J X CRN STEP UP 34C “MOLLYDOOKER”15lot Lot 12 Recip: Commercial 7-year-old cow that is an 

easy one to recommend that was acquired from the 
Tannas Dispersal. We have often said there was great 
buying in that sale and we supported it by picking up 
10 bred cows and wish we would’ve got more. 

Lot 14 Recip: Commercial recip acquired from the 
Meadow Acres Dispersal and she is nice in her type 
and complete made. Good cattle like this are the 
profitable ones for years to come. 

Lot 15 Recip: Rust Ms Flirt 013H is a CDI Trustee 387F 
x RF Not Just A Flirt 404B and sports a big time 
pedigree. 404B is one of the very best in the industry 
and this daughter has so much going for her and we 
think this is flat out cool to offer a recip of this value 
as she carries an embryo. 
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$23,000 daughter - Maf Jazz 34G

Sire of resulting calf - No Limits

One of our favourites that came out of the historic Meadow Acres 
dispersal was the beautiful Jazz 59D. An own daughter of the 
legendary Cobra, she exemplifies everything we have come to expect 
from this breed great. Sound and functional, superior foot and udder 
quality, undeniable Cobra fronted and skulled, with a big robust 
silhouette. Her mating to the $90,000 RF No Limits is very exciting as 
he was the highly anticipated Yuma son from the 2022 sale season 
that had the white face, the outcross pedigree, beautiful dam, foot 
quality and power. No Limits length and sound skeleton will surely 
complement the abundance of mass and shape of Jazz 59D

Jazz 59dSIMMENTAL
PREGNANT RECIP

BOUN 243B // CAA# 1823158 - due Jan. 1, 2023 - sexed male
RF NO LIMITS 1112J  X MAF JAZZ 59D16lot

NCB COBRA 47Y
MAF JAZZ 59D
MAF JAZZ 20B

R PLUS YUMA 9087G
RF NO LIMITS 1112J

RUST MISS 6217D

Lot 16 Recip: A purebred Angus that will sell with papers and raised a 
Sting daughter this summer that we actually retained and like quite 
well come weaning so you can surely chalk this female up to having 
the ability to raise them. 
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Sire of resulting calf - Hannibal
Our “back to the basics” type donor is the stunning 8465F as she 
is perfect footed with an extremely good udder that flat out gets it 
done in production wether she is raising one herself or pumping out 
embryos. Her attractive build and perfect fundamentals made her 
an easy choice to try and duplicate to put out into the Simmental 
industry. Her mating here to the now deceased, very popular 
Hannibal 5H is very exciting as his first calf crop reports are very 
encouraging with calves that half come easily and then grown into 
impressive calves at weaning. Hannibal is an outlier in terms of his 
EPD spread and we really like how he breeds like a heifer bull and 
looks like a jammy cow bull. This mating could result in a great one. 

recip WEST 237 // commercial - due feb. 2, 2023 - unsexed
SRH HANNIBAL 5H X MRL MISS 8465F17lot

MRL BLACK TOP 127A
MRL MISS 8465F
MRL MISS 5310C

REMINGTON LOCK N LOAD 54U
SRH HANNIBAL 5H

SRH PRECIOUS 73A

Miss 8465fSIMMENTAL 
PREGNANT RECIP

Lot 17 Recip: A coming 3-year-old black SimAngus cow that raised the 
heaviest steer calf from the group of commercial females that we 
purchased form the progressive Westman program. If she can raise 
another like she did in her first crack, you’ll be laughing all the way to 
the bank. . 

Stored at Davis Rairdan International  Exportable to USA
3 EMBRYOS RF NO LIMITS 1112J x MRL MISS 8465F17blo

t

Stored at Davis Rairdan International  Exportable to USA
3 EMBRYOS SRH HANNIBAL 5H x MRL MISS 8465F

17dlo
t

Stored at Davis Rairdan  Exportable to USA & Australia
5 EMBRYOS RF NO LIMITS 1112J x MRL MISS 8465F17alo
t

Stored at Davis Rairdan International  Exportable to USA
3 EMBRYOS R PLUS REDDINGTON x MRL MISS 8465F

17clo
t
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Grand dam - Jenna 88U
A pregnancy here out of a maternal sister to the great Captain Morgan 
11Z. The Jenna cow family is certainly one of the most influential and after 
the 2021 Jenna/Flirt event seeing all the descendants that stemmed back 
to that great cow, it’s very evident. 65A is a model Simmental cow, easy 
doing, big ribbed, deep bodied, broad topped and robust in her hip while 
remaining attractive through her front end. Her mating to the outcross 
Stepping Stone bull here is sure to enhance the possibility of a white face 
and we all know how well S.S has bred the last number of years producing 
gorgeous uddered females and big thick sons that are easy to market in 
both the commercial and purebred sectors. This is a mating featuring 
some older, proven genetics that truly never go out of style. 

Jenna 65aSIMMENTAL
PREGNANT RECIP

recip WHIT 316 // commercial - due feb. 11, 2023 - unsexed
WS STEPPING STONE B44 X SVS BLK JENNA 65A18lot

WHEATLAND BULL 680S
SVS BLK JENNA 65A
SUNNYVALLEY BLK JENNA 88U

W/C LOCK DOWN 206Z
WS STEPPING STONE B44

WS MS UPGRADE Z15

Lot 18 Recip: A coming 4-year-old from the group of Whittemore cows we 
purchased and they are the right type. Sound udder, strong footed and 
fertile all while they raise a heavy calf. 

Mat. Sib to 65A - Captain Morgan
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Wow, wow, wow we believe this combination is one you can’t 
dream up of to be any better. Dakota Dream is an absolute 
specimen and firmly believe you’ll be hard pressed to find a 
homo polled, full fleck female with as much natural shape and 
dimension that she possesses. As shapely as she is, she still has 
the ability to come high out of the point of her shoulder and is 
up headed and attractive with two great big goggles. Dakota 
Dream has a picture perfect udder and is a breeding sensation 
already as her first natural son is a herd bull for Double Bar 
D, and her first two E.T daughters that hit the auction block 
brought $21,000 and $18,000 respectively. Her matings to the 
popular imported bull from Rugged R, Bourdeux was a bull we 
knew we needed to utilize the moment we laid eyes on him. Dark 
red, long spined, smooth made, stout hipped with a big strong 
foot. To see Bourdeux travel across pasture servicing a big 
group of cows and still carrying his condition with a proud, look 
at me front end with a bunch of young, high quality offspring 
displayed along side of him was truly the icing on the cake and 
we knew he needed to see use on some of our best donors. We 
can confidently say these matings could result in the next great 
one and are very excited to see the outcome. 

Ms dakota dreamSIMMENTAL 
PREGNANT RECIP

recip BERG D107 // commercial - due Jan. 1, 2023  - unsexed
RUGGED R BORDEAUX 0029H X ALLIANCE MS DAKOTA DREAM19lot

CHAMPS BRAVO
ALLIANCE MS DAKOTA DREAM
ALLIANCE SPECIAL’S DAKOTA

RUGGED R BELLAGIO 5057C
RUGGED R BORDEAUX 0029H

DT HILLARY 390D

recip AND 73 // commercial - due Jan. 1, 2023  - sexed female
RUGGED R BORDEAUX 0029H X ALLIANCE MS DAKOTA DREAM20lot

recip 5B 55H // CAA# 2159077 - due Jan. 1, 2023  - sexed male
RUGGED R BORDEAUX 0029H X ALLIANCE MS DAKOTA DREAM21lot

recip TOG 71331 // commercial - due Jan. 1, 2023  - sexed male
RUGGED R BORDEAUX 0029H X ALLIANCE MS DAKOTA DREAM22lot

Lot 19 Recip: Here is a Tour Of Duty 5-year-old female that came from RBM Angus and is one of the best recips on the place. Powerful, strong footed and very 
good udder. I never fell in love with the TOD cattle but if he made more of them like this recip, maybe his popularity would’ve stuck around longer. 

Lot 20 Recip: Coming 4-year-old commercial black cow that won’t come over for morning scratches but we do eradicate any docility, feet and udder issues 
cows and she’s above average for feet and udder but below an average on docility so it equals out … right? This one isn’t a major docility issue or else she 
wouldn’t be here but we may as well tell you now that if you feel your cows should be pets. 

Lot 21 Recip: 55H is a legit producer and strong coming 3-year-old Purebred Angus cow that sells with papers that is a Pacesetter x Excalibur x Eagle Eye combo. 
We do try and line up the Angus recips with Angus embryos and Simmental recips with Simmental embryos but we implanted fresh embryos on this day with 
our Angus donors happened to bomb. We just feel this 55H is more valuable than just a recip in the future so invest in her and spin to an Angus buddy down 
the road for ROI as she is surely to breed well. 

Lot 22 Recip: We like 71331 real well as she’s a mid age black commercial cow that is quiet, solid udder and good type of recip that’s easy to recommend. 
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Grand Dam - Precious Thing 402T

Sire of resulting calf - Shamrock

Miss moses 058hSIMMENTAL
PREGNANT RECIP

We decided to flush our new donor, Miss Moses to the homo polled 
Shamrock 10G, we felt his added frame and length would be a nice cross 
to 058H’s bold rib shape and soggy build. As stout and powerful as 
Miss Moses is, she is still extremely attractive, nice skulled and beautiful 
uddered. The Miss Moses cow family is one of the most recognizable ones 
in the industry and has been a mainstay staple for the Kuntz program with 
many, many herd bulls sold out of their program and a bunch of highly 
productive daughters retained in their herd. The outcross Shamrock has 
certainly made a name for himself on his first calf crop as he has bred 
in lots of performance to his offspring. We feel this mating could be the 
perfect combination for one another. 

recip DDN 0176H // CGA# 173465 - due Jan. 7, 2023 - sexed male
ROD SHAMROCK 10G X  KUNTZ MISS MOSES 058H23lot

IPU 402T ESPOSITO 126D
KUNTZ MISS MOSES 058H
KUNTZ MISS MOSES 620D

FSMB POL EDDY 3E
ROD SHAMROCK 10G

BMS POL BRENDA 8C

Lot 23 Recip: A purebred Gelbvieh coming three-year-old that came out 
of the Gathering Sale that raised a strong heifer calf in her first go this 
summer. Quiet, good udder, sound made and nice udder - the right type. 
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Rose 1099 is a gorgeous female and a favourite amongst visitors. As you analyze her, she’s one that’s very soft made and gets around with ease on a 
functional set of feet and legs. Her udder development at this stage appears to be extremely good which becomes as no surprise as she’s sired by a full 
brother to Firebrand 6068 and mothered by a perfect uddered OCC Legacy 839L x Natural Law 52Y cow. Her dam 99F was our selection as the pick of the 
heifer calves when we bought it with KT Ranches from the great Bar-E-L program. 99F has since grown into an angular, wedge shaped female that is as 
nice from the side profile as your can paint one. We feel the opportunities are endless with 1099 as a front pasture type female you can make as your next 
cornerstone breeding piece.   Owned with KT Ranches

Rose 1099

Full sib to sire of Lot 24 - Firebrand Sire of Lot 24 - Blue Fire

ANGUS
OPEN FEMALE

BW 75 - 2289742 - BOHR 599J - Sept. 13, 2021
CD/KT ROSE 109924lo

t

CE bw ww yw milk Mce Claw ANG

3.0 2.8 54 95 25 7.0 - -
O C C LEGACY 839L 
BAR-E-L ROSE 99F
BAR-E-L ROSE 12C

BROOKING BANK NOTE 4040
BROOKING BLUE FIRE 9316
BROOKING ANNIE K 390
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Stored at Abbotsford Vet Clinic Exportable to USA 
3 IVF EMBRYOS COLEMAN GLACIER 041 x BAR-E-L ROSE 99F24blo

t

Stored at Abbotsford Vet Clinic Exportable to USA 
5 IVF EMBRYOS S A V PANTHER 1906 x BAR-E-L ROSE 99F24dlo

t

Stored at Abbotsford Vet Clinic Exportable to USA 
3 IVF EMBRYOS COLEMAN GLACIER 041 x BAR-E-L ROSE 99F24alo

t

Stored at Abbotsford Vet Clinic Exportable to USA 
5 IVF EMBRYOS S A V PANTHER 1906 x BAR-E-L ROSE 99F24clo

t

As mentioned in the footnote for 1099, the Rose 99F donor is exactly what you would expect in a Legacy x Natural Law pedigree. She’s so angular and attractive 
and still has a tonne of shape and body. She’s one of our favourite all around well balanced females. Her matings to the $270,000 (1/4 interest) Glacier bull 
is one we feel is as good as we can possibly produce. Glacier has one of the brightest futures in the beef industry and we feel him adding the influential cow 
families such as Donna 439, Donna 714 and Blackcap May 4136 are truly exciting and are your chance at some exclusive Glacier genetics. The 10 embryos on 
offer by the phenotypic stud SAV Pathfinder 1906 is truly a nice complimentary sire to use on 99F as he brings a tonne of power and performance to the table. 
Panthers dam is a member of the legendary flush that includes President, Rainfall and Raindance just to name a few influential herd bulls that have stemmed 
from that cow family. With think both matings here are extremely special. 

Rose 99f

Sire of 24c & d - S A V Panther 1906

Sire of 24A & B - Coleman Glacier 041

ANGUS
EMBRYOS
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Lot 25 at FarmFair International

Dam - Linz Lady Charm 62137-9916

An absolute sale feature and one we are proud to offer the industry. Lady 
Charm 1916 is one we feel has a world of potential ahead of her as this off age 
female is backed by one of the strongest donors in our lineup, Lady Charm 
9916. Much like her gorgeous donor dam, 1916 is flawless in her design, with 
a bold spring to her midsection, deep, sweeping rib shape with ample bone, 
extra neck extension with all the “look at me” presence you can pack into 
one with as much rear muscle shape as she does. Her teat placement at this 
stage looks to be much like her dam and we believe she will absolutely knock 
it out of the park as she hits lactation. She just recently was shown at her very 
first outing as an off age heifer against the older girls where she stood 3rd in 
class to the division champions, and the overall Grand Champion female. We 
believe the options are endless as this one will show competitively as she keeps 
getting older and know she, like her mother, is destined for donor greatness.
Selling full interest & full possession

BW 77  ww 720 - 2284541 - BOHR 516J - sept.13, 2021 
ANCHORAGE LADY CHARM 191625lot

BUBS SOUTHERN CHARM AA31
 LINZ LADY CHARM 62137-9916
LINZ LADY INNOVATION 62137

WAR CAVALRY B063 Z044
WILKS 8’72

 FF RITA 5X87 OF 3F21 TEN X

CE bw ww yw milk Mce Claw ANG

6.5 2.3 72 131 29 7.0 0.43 0.46

Lady charmANGUS
EXTRA-AGE FEMALE
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BW 72 - 2197394 - BOHR 60J - feb. 24, 2021
ANCHORAGE ANNIE K 106027lot

CE bw ww yw milk Mce Claw ANG

5 1.5 60 98 21 6.0 - -

BW 68 - 2290715 - BOHR 6J - Jan. 19, 2021
ANCHORAGE ROSE 100626lot

CE bw ww yw milk Mce Claw ANG

7.0 0.4 56 101 29 6.0 0.53 0.53
SILVEIRAS STYLE 9303
RUST MS ROSE 9220G
SOO LINE ROSE 1019 

S A V PRESIDENT 6847
S A V ONE NATION 9558
S A V EMBLYNETTE 0084

AI to PF Oklahoma 6625 on April 
9, 2022 (safe). PE to Brooking 
Rosewood 0158 from May 1 – June 20 
A really neat result in combining 
mainline American show genetics, 
with performance Angus as well as 
some of the most note worthy cows 
within the breed. The One Nation 
progeny have been held in high 
regard for their calving ease and built 
in cow power. One Nation is one of the 
best President sons and his mating 
to a Style x Rose 1019 daughter has 
been a very complimenting cross. 
1006 herself shows so many quality 
attributes the Emblynette and Rose 
cows have been made famous for. 
Udder quality, fleshing ability, shape 
all tied together with a beautiful 
maternal look is what makes Rose 
1006 a standout in the bred heifer 
pen. This fault free, balanced 
female is carrying a safe service to 
PF Oklahoma, a bull we lost far too 
soon as he has bred on to sire highly 
marketable progeny of both sexes 
that calve easy and grow. 

Grand dam - Soo Line Rose 1019

BROOKING BANK NOTE 4040
BROOKING ANNIE K 7131
BROOKING ANNIE K 390

COLEMAN CHARLO 0256
BLAIRSWEST INTEGRITY 7037
BAR-E-L ERICA 74A

PE to Brooking Rosewood 0158 
from May 1 – June 20 (safe, due 
early March 2023).
If you like the “Duff” kind that are 
moderate, easy converting, robust 
and ground pounders all while 
being maternal in their look, you’ll 
love this one. What an absolute 
royal pedigree when you add 
Integrity 7037 (Charlo x Erica 74A) 
to Annie K 7131 who happens to be 
a full sister to the great Firebrand 
6068. If you are a pedigree buff 
then we think you will appreciate 
the paperwork that goes along with 
the impressive phenotype offered 
from Annie K 1060. Undeniable 
Angus mama cow characteristics, 
she beautiful skulled, bold ribbed 
and looking to be setting up an 
absolutely gorgeous udder. 

Dam - Brooking Annie K 7131

ANGUS
BRED FEMALE

ANGUS
BRED FEMALE
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Without question when you think of one of the most potent Angus cows in the country, Beauty 333 would rank amongst 
some of the very best. Many many big time daughters, influential sons such as Mercury and the pick of the entire Brooking 
heifer calf crop at $57,500 was a beauty 333 daughter. This cow flat out produces and clicks with every mating. The Territory 
mating is truly exciting as he is one of Resources best sons, backed by a gorgeous Density mother. The embryos by Emerald 
are some of the newest and most exciting genetics. Emerald was a $94,000 high seller out of the Rose Bowl and his past calf 
crop is extremely exciting with many high quality progeny of both sexes. You can never go wrong with a Beauty and embryos 
by both of these studs to the legendary 333 will be big time quality. 

brooking Beauty 333ANGUS
PREGNANT RECIPS

$23,000 son - Headway 9039$31,000 son - Bonafide 9049$57,500 son - Mercury 9057
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Lot 28 Recip: The Blake program is a hidden gem set of cows and they know 
how to raise those top end females, 74H was a fortunate purchase out of the 

Keystone Sale. Her heifer calf was retained and this coming 3-year-old 
Red Angus cow sells with papers and is nice made. 

recip WHIT 382 // commercial - due jan. 21, 2023 - unsexed
BROOKING EMERALD 9179 X BROOKING BEAUTY 33330lot

 S A V HARVESTOR 0338
BROOKING BEAUTY 333 
TLA BEAUTY 6R 

S A V RENOVATION 6822
BROOKING EMERALD 9179

BROOKING BEAUTY 6051

recip BROOK 51C // CAA# 1838434 - due Feb. 11, 2023 - unsexed
BROOKING EMERALD 9179 X BROOKING BEAUTY 33331lot

Lot 30 Recip: The package of Whittemore cows are Ultra/Arda based cows 
and we were very happy with the production they provided up. This 3-year-
old can raise them and is a strong black commercial female. 

Lot 29 Recip: We like supporting breeders that support us and you can 
call it luck or what you want but when we acquired KBJ 1031B from LLB, 

it was a fortunate acquisition and glad they resold her to us. Her bull calf at 
side has been awesome since day 1 and a legit standout, he really was the 
favourite calf around here all along. We thought so much of him that we 
sent him down to Compass Ranch for their bull sale as they were short on 
Red Angus bulls this year. I could go on about the bull calf at side and the job 
1031B did on him but we need to shorten up these recip footnotes instead of 
make them longer. 1031B sells with papers and please don’t put embryos in 
her in the future, she can raise her own as good as any and that bull calf is 
a perfect example. 

Lot 31 Recip: Brookmore cattle flat out produce and this proven producer can 
strip BW out of the and add WW and YW. This Sitz Upward female is in the 
prime of her life and if it was this easy to find production females like 51C to 
use as recips, everyone would do it but it just isn’t that easy to find them of 
her quality. 

recip BLAKE 74H // CAA# 2147270 - due jan. 1, 2023 - sexed male
S A V TERRITORY 7225 X BROOKING BEAUTY 33328lot

 S A V HARVESTOR 0338
BROOKING BEAUTY 333 
TLA BEAUTY 6R 

S A V RESOURCE 1441
S A V TERRITORY 7225
S A V EMBLYNETTE 3293

recip KBJ 1031B // CAA# 1776890 - due jan. 1, 2023 - sexed male
S A V TERRITORY 7225 X BROOKING BEAUTY 33329lot

$36,000 daughter - Beauty 8042$36,000 daughter - Beauty 0154$47,500 daughter - Beauty 8187
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brooking Beauty 8062ANGUS
PREGNANT RECIPS

An exciting array of sires well represented mated to the beautiful direct 333 daughter here in Brooking Beauty 8062. She herself is such a great example 
of the silhouette you come to expect from both 333 progeny as well as Bank Note progeny. Stout, big boned, easy doing, with an attractive front end. 
8062 is packed full of base width and dimension, she’s a sight to be held. Her mating to the exciting $225,000 Triumph will result in some very marketable 
progeny and we can just envision the foot quality this combination will produce. Raindance progeny have been known to be long bodied, deep sided 
with a tonne of power and performance. We believe this son of the legendary 4136 will compliment 8062 very well. When we mated 8062 to Density, we 
thought if you had a group of daughters born you would be in extremely great shape with this infamous female maker, but if every bull produces females 
like his mother, you will be in equally as good a shape with a crop of sons by Density x 8062 as you would a crop or females. Myer’s Fair n Square was a 
no brainer as a sire to utilize on 8062 as his added length, proud front end, bone shape and different pedigree are sure to be a nice cross on this stunning 
Bank Note daughter to leave you marketable progeny and the type to build a cow family around. 

Sire of lot 38-40 - Fair-N-SquareSire of Lot 35-37 - RaindanceSire of Lot 32 - Triumph
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recip TAN 30C // CAA# 2078633 - due jan. 1, 2023 - sexed female
S A V RAINDANCE 6848 X BROOKING BEAUTY 806235lot

 BROOKING BANK NOTE 4040
BROOKING BEAUTY 8062 
BROOKING BEAUTY 333 

COLEMAN CHARLO 0256
S A V RAINDANCE 6848

S A V BLACKCAP MAY 4136

recip 5B 15H // CAA# 2147867- due jan. 1, 2023 - sexed female
S A V RAINDANCE 6848 X BROOKING BEAUTY 806236lot

recip WEST 124 // commercial- due jan. 21, 2023 - unsexed
S A V RAINDANCE 6848 X BROOKING BEAUTY 806237lot

recip PACK 334 // commercial - due feb. 11, 2023 - unsexed
MYERS FAIR-N-SQUARE M39 X BROOKING BEAUTY 806238lot

 BROOKING BANK NOTE 4040
BROOKING BEAUTY 8062 
BROOKING BEAUTY 333 

WOODHILL BLUEPRINT 
MYERS FAIR-N-SQUARE M39

MYERS MISS BEAUTY M136

recip PACK 332 // commercial - due feb. 11, 2023 - unsexed
MYERS FAIR-N-SQUARE M39 X BROOKING BEAUTY 806239lot

recip PACK 333 // commercial - due feb. 11, 2023 - unsexed
MYERS FAIR-N-SQUARE M39 X BROOKING BEAUTY 806240lot

recip BROOK 113C // CAA# 1838412 - due jan. 23, 2023 - unsexed
S A V 004 DENSITY 4336 X BROOKING BEAUTY 806233lot

 BROOKING BANK NOTE 4040
BROOKING BEAUTY 8062 
BROOKING BEAUTY 333 

S A V 8180 TRAVELER 004
S A V 004 DENSITY 4336

S A V MAY 7238

recip BLAIR 620F // CAA# 2028309 - due jan. 26, 2023 - unsexed
S A V 004 DENSITY 4336 X BROOKING BEAUTY 806234lot

recip BROOK 98C // CAA# 1845016 - due jan. 1, 2023 - sexed male
COLEMAN TRIUMPH 9145 X BROOKING BEAUTY 806232lot

 BROOKING BANK NOTE 4040
BROOKING BEAUTY 8062 
BROOKING BEAUTY 333 

COLEMAN BRAVO 6313
COLEMAN TRIUMPH 9145

LAWSONS CHLOE C815

 Lot 37 Recip: Westman Farms is one of the most progressive cattle programs in the 
industry and spare no expense acquiring the best genetics. Of all the females in the 
Westman group, Riley’s favourite is this 124 female.

Lot 38-40 Recips: The best buying we did in the fall of 2021 was easily a package of 5 
bred heifers from our friends, the Packett Bros. They’re awesome cattleman and buy 
the best bulls in the industry who often smoke out purebred breeders when buying a 
herd bull for their incredible commercial cowherd. Their cattle flat out work and bring 
a premium for a reason - they’re profitable. As first calvers, they are fertile and sticky 
as they caught 83% on implanted embryos and if you don’t believe me on how good 
these coming 3-year-olds are, just ask Riley Bohrson as he’s the knowledgeable one 
around this joint who knows the cattle best.

Lot 32 Recip: Another Brookmore production cow that is 7 years old 
and easy to recommend. This Iron Will/Final Answer/Dynamite 
female is fault free and has the ability to raise those heavy calves that 
we strive for. 

Lot 33 Recip: Here is another Brookmore recip and one we like really 
well for her easy doing yet hard working ability to raise a heavy calf. 
This maternally driven female is 7-years-old and in her prime, ready 
to raise a big time calf for you.

Lot 34 Recip: Impressive producing cow here with 620F as she doesn’t 
miss. Her first calf sold to El Nacimiento Ranch in Mexico, the second 
to Calder Jones and third was a bull calf born here this past winter … 
she can produce in big ways for many years to come.

Lot 35 Recip: She is a Final Answer/Right Time/878 combo and the 
cattle that Haney/Sibbald picked up for us at the Tannas Dispersal 
flat out worked and we have said we wish we would’ve bought more 
that day. This female has produced her own sons to M & H Ranch & 
Starland Farming and daughters to Six Springs & McPherson/Zubko. 
She produces with ease and is valuable.

Lot 36 Recip: 15H will be coming into her prime and not only is she nice 
phenotype with strong genetics, she was bred from some of the really 
good breeders in the industry. Sells with papers and a lifetime of 
profitability ahead of her as we acquired her from a top end program 
of great people in Manitoba.
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Grand dam - Tibbie 28Z

Recip - BLAIR’S GEORGINA 583F

Tibbie 51G was Canadian Donors and Blairs.Ag acquisition from Greenwood in the 
inaugural Evolution sale where she was the high selling Angus lot for 2/3 interest. She 
was selected for her rich maternal pedigree as her dam, 28Z is Greenwoods # 1 income 
donor with many herd bulls on her resume such as the $60,000 Four Mile, $31,000 
GameNight, $30,000 Honor, $25,000 Gunslinger and many daughters retained in 
her. 51G was the first daughter available for auction and we knew we needed to gain 
a piece of these Tibbies. 51G herself is very angular and tidy in her lines. You can bet 
she’s strong footed and great uddered. Her mating her to the $58,000 Bang On bull 
will only add to her impressive foot quality, and his powerful, robust shape will be a 
complimenting addition to this attractive female. 

recip BLAIR 583F // CAA# 2032812 - due Jan. 29, 2023  - unsexed
NORTHWAY BANG ON 13G X GREENWOOD TIBBIE JJP 51G41lot

COLEMAN CHARLO 0256
GREENWOOD TIBBIE JJP 51G
RRD TIBBIE 28Z

MUSGRAVE 316 COLOSSAL 137 
NORTHWAY BANG ON 13G

PEAK DOT DUCHESS 93D

Tibbie 51gANGUS
PREGNANT RECIP

Lot 41 Recip: I once read this quote that stuck with me; “I’m a great believer in luck and 
I find the harder I work, the more I have of it” and the purchase of 583F rings very true 
to that as we are lucky to have her. We have always respected the Blairs program 
immensely and with their deep sale offerings, there is the odd diamond in the rough 
purchase that can be made. On phenotype, 583F can be mistaken for a donor when 
doing a donor/recip sort and she will sell with her papers and we encourage you to 
transition her into a production cow.
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Full sib to 720 donor - Glacier

Full sib to 720 donor - Donna 909

A full sister to one of the up and coming, hottest sires in the breed right now would 
be 720 as she is Coleman Glacier 041 big sister. Donna is just that! She’s a Donna! 
Huge barreled, wide pinned with a level udder with perfect teat size. 720 is proud 
fronted and travels around like she owns the place always. We think her mating to 
the Showman, one of the hottest Canadian sires the last two years will click really well 
when you add in his length of spine, lower quarter and bone mass. The Showman 
sons have been extremely marketable the past two springs and as the daughters 
reach production, more and more people are raging about this sire whose semen has 
reached up to $1850 per dose. We recommend Donna 720 with the utmost amount 
of confidence!

Donna 720ANGUS
PREGNANT RECIP

recip LLB 253A // CAA# 1765398 - due feb. 2, 2023  - unsexed
SCHIEFELBEIN SHOWMAN 338 X COLEMAN DONNA 72042lot

S A V RENOWN 3439
COLEMAN DONNA 720
COLEMANN DONNA 439

SCHIEFELBEIN ATTRACTIVE 4565
SCHIEFELBEIN SHOWMAN 338

FROSTY ELBA 3745

Lot 42 Recip: With 7 registered progeny and not missing a beat, this proven female is a 
quality Red Angus female acquired from the good people of LLB Angus. The package 
of cows we got there last fall are very strong and 253A is another example of that. 
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Sire of Resulting calf - Legacy 839L

Sire of donor - Bismarck

Abigale 7178SIMMENTAL 
PREGNANT RECIP

MTC Abigale 7178 is a female that’s easy to fall in love with at all different 
stages. She’s got added frame, length and power all while remaining elegant 
about her head and neck. She’s fundamentally sound and checks a lot of 
boxes when it comes to a female you would want to replicate. 7178 is a direct 
Bismarck daughter mothered by a powerful Net Worth female and we feel 
she is as pretty as you can make a brood cow. The mating to Legacy will be 
extremely nice as we feel his qualities add in more pieces to the deep bag 
of puzzle pieces 7178 already has. The legacy cattle have been consistently 
moderate framed, easy fleshing and good looking and we feel this mating 
could click extremely well. 

recip TOG 70840 // commercial - due feb. 11, 2023  - unsexed
O C C LEGACY 839L X MTC ABIGALE 717843lot

S A V BISMARCK 5682
MTC ABIGALE 7178
S A V ABIGALE 9144

O C C ECHELON 857E 
O C C LEGACY 839L

O C C DIXIE ERICA 960E

Lot 43 Recip: This black commercial female has been a good producer for us 
and raised a strong Ledger x T87 bull that sold last fall to Mike Leblanc. Stuck 
here again for an early February calf that is sure to be an exciting cross. 
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Daughter - Lot 25

Daughter - Lot 25

Lady charmANGUS
PREGNANT RECIP

This Southern Charm donor female came from the great Linz Heritage Angus 
farm in Indiana where she was selected on her outcross pedigree, balanced 
traits and rich maternal history filled with some big production type cows all 
while having ideal phenotype. 9916 is an extremely well balanced female from 
front to back with a soft, easy doing look. The combination of Lady Charm with 
Emerald will result in extremely high quality progeny as both his sire, Renovation 
and his dam, Beauty 6051 are some of the most sought after individuals in the 
beef industry today. 

recip PACK 330 // commercial - due feb. 22, 2023  - unsexed
BROOKING EMERALD 9179 X LINZ LADY CHARM 62137-991644lot

BUBS SOUTHERN CHARM AA31 
LINZ LADY CHARM 62137-9916
LINZ LADY INNOVATION 62137 

S A V RENOVATION 6822
 BROOKING EMERALD 9179

BROOKING BEAUTY 6051

Lot 44 Recip: Just check out our comments on lots 38 - 40 on how good we think 
the Packett females are and how impressive their program is. We annually buy 
the best bull in this industry for them and it has resulted in one of the best sets of 
cows you’ll ever find anywhere in the commercial or papered sectors.
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Sire of Lot 45 resulting calf - Jesse James

lady 402uANGUS
PREGNANT RECIP

What a special pedigree Jesse James boasts being a Renovation out of a full 
sister to the legendary 4136, and she herself is on her own road to stardom. 
Jesse James is the powerful, performance driven sire that’s structurally driven 
and we feel his mating to Lady 402U should result in performance orientated 
progeny. 402U is well constructed, powerful from every angle with a very good 
udder. She hails from the largest cow family at Peak Dot and goes back to 782L, 
the most influential cow in Peak Dot history. Here’s a really cool opportunity on 
new genetics matched with proven ones. 

recip RACH 19E // CAA# 1956498- due feb. 11, 2023  - unsexed
S A V JESSE JAMES 0968 X LADY OF PEAK DOT 402U45lot

S A V AUTOGRAPH 5204
LADY OF PEAK DOT 402U
LADY OF PEAK DOT 431R

S A V RENOVATION 6822 
S A V JESSE JAMES 0968
S A V BLACKCAP MAY 8961

Lot 45 Recip: 19E was acquired from LLB and she produced 2 bulls through their bull sale and one sold to the Chittick program, located 
north of Edmonton. Her third calf was a heifer going to Fernand and Diane Dargis and her calf this spring under our watch was a heifer 
calf that we retained. 19E is 4/4 and feel she is a strong, productive cow in the prime of her life. 

45alo
t

S A V AUTOGRAPH 5204
LADY OF PEAK DOT 402U
LADY OF PEAK DOT 431R

S A V RENOVATION 6822
BROOKING EMERALD 9179

BROOKING BEAUTY 6051

Stored at Davis Rairdan  Exportable to USA
4 EMBRYOS BROOKING EMERALD 9179 x LADY OF PEAK DOT 402U
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Son - Peak Dot Eliminator 77C

Sire of resulting calf - Revival

Priscilla 239aANGUS
PREGNANT RECIP

Priscilla 239A is a true beef cow that you would love to duplicate and have 
hundreds of. She’s level topped, huge ribbed, deep bodied with a great udder 
and sound set of feet n legs. Revival was selected along side Belvin Angus for 
his calving ease traits that complimented his smooth, easy travelling attractive 
phenotype. We firmly believe Revivals balanced EPD profile along with stunning 
body type will just add value to the big bodied, high performing Priscilla 239A. 

recip WEST 105 // commercial- due mar. 3, 2023  - unsexed
WOODHILL REVIVAL H028 X PEAK DOT PRISCILLA 239A46lot

VISION UNANIMOUS 1418 
PEAK DOT PRISCILLA 239A
PRISCILLA OF PEAK DOT 695X 

WOODHILL RELEVANCE
 WOODHILL REVIVAL H028

WOODHILL EVERGREEN A43-F039

Lot 46 Recip: A coming three year old that did a nice job raising a heifer calf this 
summer. We bought a pack of heifers from Westman last fall and Westman is 
known for investing in top genetics from leading producers in Canada.  
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Son - Peak Dot No Doubt 153F

Heather 541bANGUS 
PREGNANT RECIP

One of the Peak Dot donors we were very excited to flush as she is a big time producer 
that has raised many feature bulls in sales past. The multiple sires used successfully on this 
great donor speaks to her breeding potential and we think both sires represented here 
will work very well. The $94,500 Emerald who will only add to her maternal greatness and 
inject his depth of rib and unmatched presence. Emerald is one of the great up and coming 
bulls in the industry and we think he will absolutely click with the impressive 541B donor. 

recip WEST 395 // commercial - due mar. 4, 2023 - unsexed
BROOKING EMERALD 9179 X PEAK DOT HEATHER 541B47lot

PEAK DOT PROOF 1066X
PEAK DOT HEATHER 541B
HEATHER OF PEAK DOT 850X 

S A V RENOVATION 6822
 BROOKING EMERALD 9179

BROOKING BEAUTY 6051

recip WHIT 362 // commercial - due mar. 4, 2023 - unsexed
BROOKING EMERALD 9179 X PEAK DOT HEATHER 541B48lot

recip LLB 496H // CAA# 2145710  -  due mar. 11, 2023 - unsexed 
BROOKING EMERALD 9179 X PEAK DOT HEATHER 541B49lot

Lot 47 Recip: Another one of the Westman black 
commercial females that is coming 3 years old and will 
surely raise a big heavy ET calf for you in the summer 
of 2023. 

Lot 48 Recip: A coming 4-year-old black commercial 
female acquired from Whittemore and these cattle 
have worked will for us. They are good production 
cattle from a good ranching family.

Lot 49 Recip: Here is a Whitlock x South Dakota x Final 
Answer combo that is a coming 3-year-old and has 
years of ROI ahead. Cool pedigree and carrying a really 
neat embryo that we think is going to be awesome in 
so many ways. 

49alo
t

PEAK DOT PROOF 1066X
PEAK DOT HEATHER 541B
HEATHER OF PEAK DOT 850X 

S A V RENOVATION 6822
BROOKING EMERALD 9179

BROOKING BEAUTY 6051

Stored at Davis Rairdan  Exportable to USA
5 EMBRYOS BROOKING EMERALD 9179 x PEAK DOT HEATHER 541B
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Sire of resulting calf - Genesis

Grand Dam - Shawnee 116T

Shawnee 388hRED ANGUS
PREGNANT RECIP

The Genesis progeny have certainly went above and beyond expectation after 
this second calf crop. His sons were so well received this past spring sale season 
where they were heavily appreciated for their calving ease, grow, foot quality 
as well as complexion. Add this onto the beautiful, dark, hairy Shawnee 388H 
donor and we think the mating could be very special. 388 is an attractive female 
that’s hard to fault at any angle. Her added extension, appeal and balance are 
what attracted her to us. Expect a dark, hairy calf to come easy next spring, 
grow into a real saleable animal and reap the rewards that follow.

recip SIMANGUS 26 // commercial - due jan. 21, 2023  - sexed male
RED U2 GENESIS 103G X RED SIX MILE SHAWNEE 388H50lo

t

RED BIEBER HARD DRIVE D133
RED SIX MILE SHAWNEE 388H
RED SIX MILE MS SHAWNEE 335D

RED HOWE MAGNUM 169W
RED U2 GENESIS 103G

RED U-2 LAKOTA 54B 

Lot 50 Recip: SimAngus 26 is a coming 4-year-old from a group of high selling 
commercial females that we bought from the Anderson program. She is ideal in 
her type and the right kind to provide ROI.  
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